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Background & Objectives



4Mapping the State of “Social Sentiment”
As reflected in Social Web Conversations

o The “sentiment” reflects the state and dynamic of travel brands’ E-reputation as expressed in global

web social conversations “at large”.

o Shared by the media, consumers, companies, citizens, brands and officials on websites, forums,

blogs & active social networks.

o Social conversations content are selected as relevant as long as they can influence the attractiveness

of Europe as a place to visit, even if not strictly tourism-related.

o Sentiment is not predictive of travellers’ planning, BUT a positive E-reputation is essential to

generate preference towards travel activities, destinations and brands, particularly in a post-crisis

management context.
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1. How far is European travel E-reputation impacted by external factors? (e.g., geopolitics, pandemic, etc.) 

2. What drives social web conversations about Europe’s attractiveness? 

3. What vigilance points to restore? Which drivers fuel Europe’s image positively?

Social data is pulled from travel in Europe-related articles and

posts shared by 110 000+ unique authors for the study period.

OBJECTIVES

SOCIAL CORPUS 
Number of posts/articles per country from 6th June to 31st July 2022.

Brazil 8.761

China 11.691

Japan 16.032

Russia 2.795

US 322.144

Canada 18.552

Australia 9.041
Limitations: Due to the ongoing Russia-Ukraine conflict, access to social sources is restricted in Russia,
impacting the e-reputation coverage in this market. Also, though Chinese is a language monitored, access
to specific national Chinese social networks is usually restricted and difficult to access via API technology.
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Europe Sentiment Trends - Overview
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ETC SOCIAL LISTENING REPORT – AUGUST 2022

o Over the last analysed period (6th June to 31st July 2022), Europe’s E-reputation has been drastically impacted as a result of external factors and tourism-centric

topics, negatively affecting the sentiment. Factors such as heatwaves and wildfires across several European countries, the resurgence of Covid-19 cases, Monkeypox

spread (quite strongly associated with Europe), inflation, airport disruption / labour shortages, and long waiting times at ferry boarding points have all contributed.

o No markets are spared by this significant decline, but Australia, Canada, Brazil, the US and Russia are particularly sensitive.

o The share of travel-related conversations referring to the war in Ukraine continues to decline in importance in all markets, except in Russia as new restrictions

have been taken during the covered analysed period (e.g., tightening and extension of economic sanctions against Russia until January 2023; which has made travel

to Europe nearly impossible for Russians).

o Despite an increasing number of Covid-19 cases in June-July 2022, the share of conversations about travel and the pandemic is stable in most markets compared

to previous periods, except in Australia where it decreased (-6 pts); conversations being driven by other topics.

o However, despite this negative trend, positive drivers, which can be interesting to promote Europe as a destination, have been captured:

▪ The affordable destinations / budgeting tips in a time of inflation (e.g., Bulgaria, Slovenia);

▪ The well-developed rail network in European countries allows travelling easily, avoiding airports and keeping the budget under control. It is also an

opportunity to travel in a more sustainable way;

▪ Many lesser-known places to discover Europe’s diversity and local heritage, but also avoiding crowds and their associated consequences: waiting times,

the unpleasant sentiment of a lack of space, higher risks of contamination, etc. (e.g., Torrevieja – Spain, Pietrapertosa – Italy, Veli Losinj – Croatia,

Giethoorn – Netherlands, Howarth – UK, etc.);

▪ The presence of sustainability options through different travel verticals: transport (e.g., train, electric snowmobiles), accommodations (e.g., building hotels

in wood in Skelleftea), culture (e.g, SmartCulTour);

▪ The diversity of traditions and celebrations across European countries is perceived self-enriching by visitors (e.g., San Fermin in Spain, Stirling Highland

Games in Scotland, dancing festival “Bal de l’Europe” in Gennetines, Auvergne Rhône-Alpes, France).

Period concerned: 6th June – 31st July 2022

Key learnings
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TONALITY OF TRAVEL-RELATED WEB CONVERSATIONS ABOUT EUROPE, BY SOURCE MARKET

The Net Sentiment Index measures the polarity of social web conversations (% positive - % negative)

NET SENTIMENT INDEX

Net Sentiment Index

Europe’s e-Reputation strongly declined, especially in July 2022, due to several external factors along with tourism-centric difficulties: heatwaves and wildfires across

Europe, Covid-19 resurgence, Monkeypox spread, inflation and airport disruption. The decrease in sentiment polarity is particularly significant in Australia, Canada,

Brazil, the US and Russia. Whether the comparison is made between the scores for July 2022 to June 2022 or July 2021, there is a sharp drop.

July’22/ 
June’22

July’22/ 
July’21

RU - 40 pts - 86 pts

BZ - 57 pts - 31 pts

JP - 27 pts - 32 pts

CN - 36 pts - 23 pts

US - 34 pts - 33 pts

CA - 58 pts - 38 pts

AU - 24 pts - 59 pts

CHANGE IN THE SENTIMENT INDEX
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6th June - 31st July 2022 consolidated

Brazil China Japan Russia US Canada Australia
• Travel across Europe on 

a low budget

• Brazilians sharing about 
moving to Europe may 
attract visitors

• Finding natural areas in 
cities is appreciated by 
visitors (e.g., Palma de 
Mallorca)

• “Secret destinations” 
contribute to Europe’s 
diversity 

• Cultural wealth  (notably 
museums) attracts 
visitors

• Natural events (e.g., 
low/high tight) intrigue 
curious visitors

• Infrastructure easing 
visitors’ journeys (e.g., 
new bridge)

• Prestigious universities 
attracting students 

• European rail network 
makes journeys easier

• Well-developed road 
network eases journeys 
between countries

• Traditional events are 
taking place again and 
attract visitors

• New airline route from 
Beijing to Belgrade eases 
travel

• Discovering Norway’s 
wildness and preserved 
landscapes by coastal 
roads

• Europe can be 
discovered all year 
round through its 
diversity (e.g., coasts / 
cities, etc.)

• Some destinations 
engaged in sustainability 
projects (e.g., 
SmartCulTour)

• Geographical proximity 
of European countries 
eases travel

• Wealth and diversity of 
cultural heritage in 
Europe 

• Friendly cities contribute 
to attracting visitors 
(e.g., Dublin) 

• Europe is a playground 
to observe wildlife 

• Airbnb partnered with 
Interrail to offer a 
European rail journey 

• High-standard hotels and 
resorts sought after by 
visitors 

• Off-the-beaten-path 
beaches to discover 

• Charming little villages 
still spared from the 
crowds

• Attractiveness of theme 
parks in Europe 

• Personal enrichment by 
discovering European 
traditions and 
celebrations

• Beautiful beaches to 
relax or snorkel 

• Discovering local 
heritage with lesser-
known places 

• Motorsport 
championships and their 
circuits in Europe may 
attract fans 

• Well-equipped hotels in 
Europe ease family 
holidays 

• Attend events and 
immerse into local life 

• Families sharing about 
their backpack trips in 
Europe may inspire 
visitors 

• Airbnb partnered with 
Interrail to offer a 
European rail journey 

• The idea of going on a 
van trip and slowly 
discover Europe and its 
exceptional nature 

• Attractiveness of theme 
parks in Europe 

• A weakened euro is 
attractive for Americans

• Discovering sustainable 
Europe 

• Indirect promotion by 
celebrities sharing about 
their European summer

• New airline route from 
Edmonton to Frankfurt 
eases travel 

• Beyond its capital cities, 
Europe has gorgeous 
towns to explore

• Infrastructure (new 
bridge) connecting 
isolated parts of a 
country 

• Some European 
destinations remain 
affordable despite 
inflation 

• European rail network 
helps people who want 
to travel more 
sustainably

• Every visitor will find 
happiness through 
Europe’s diversity 

• Influence of European 
gastronomy at home

• A weakened euro is 
attractive for Canadians

• Eurostar as an alternative 
to avoid airport 
disruptions

• Return of Sydney-Perth-
Rome airline route eases 
travel 

• Having European 
landscapes in TV-shows 
may attract visitors

• Free train travel in some 
European countries to 
encourage train trips

• In some European cities 
it is easier to minimise 
its environmental 
impact (e.g., 
Gothenburg)

• Indirect promotion by 
people sharing about 
their European trip

• Discovering lesser-
known places away from 
the crowds 

• Affordable destinations 
to discover despite 
inflation 

Positive drivers

ETC SOCIAL LISTENING REPORT – AUGUST 2022

Themes are selected based on the level of engagement and/or reach of related posts and mentions in social web conversations, assuming they can influence the overall attractiveness of Europe as a 
place to visit. They are not presented in order of importance.

Positive Sentiment Drivers
Overview
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6th June - 31st July 2022 consolidated

Brazil China Japan Russia US Canada Australia
• Heatwaves and 

wildfires in Europe 
impact residents and 
the environment

• Issues in European 
airports due to staff 
shortages 

• Interview of a Brazilian 
comedian stuck in 
Lisbon airport went 
viral 

• Increase of Covid-19 
cases in Europe

• Monkeypox spread in 
Europe

• Some traditions in 
European countries 
may surprise visitors 
(e.g., bullfighting in 
Spain)

• Increase of Covid-19 
cases in Europe

• Monkeypox spread in 
Europe

• Issues in European 
airports due to staff 
shortages

• Heatwaves and 
wildfires in Europe 
impact the natural 
environment and 
heritage

• Energy crisis in Europe 
drives up inflation 

• Issues in European 
airports due to staff 
shortages 

• Heatwaves and 
wildfires in Europe 
impact  residents and 
the environment

• Increase of Covid-19 
cases in Europe 

• Monkeypox spread in 
Europe

• Monkeypox spread in 
Europe

• Sanctions on Russia 
make it difficult for 
Russians to enter 
Europe

• Issues in European 
airports due to staff 
shortages

• Monkeypox spread in 
Europe

• Scams on tourists in 
Europe convey an 
image of insecurity

• Heatwaves and 
wildfires in Europe 
impact natural heritage

• Increase of Covid-19 
cases in Europe

• Issues in European 
airports due to staff 
shortages 

• Long queues for ferry 
border checks in 
Europe

• Promotion of Canadian 
cities resembling 
Europe, while inflation 
rises, may be indirect 
competition

• Heatwaves and 
wildfires in Europe 
impact the emergency 
services and natural 
heritage 

• Monkeypox spread in 
Europe

• Increase of Covid-19 
cases in Europe

• Issues in European 
airports due to staff 
shortages

• Issues in European 
airports due to staff 
shortages 

• Monkeypox spread in 
Europe

• Heatwaves and 
wildfires in Europe 
impact natural heritage

• Increase of Covid-19 
cases in Europe

• Long queues for ferry 
border checks in 
Europe

Vigilance points

Themes are selected based on the level of engagement and/or reach of related posts and mentions in social web conversations, assuming they can have a negative impact on the overall 
attractiveness of Europe as a place to visit. They are not presented in order of importance.

Negative Sentiment Drivers
Overview
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Europe Sentiment Trends in Brazil
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BRAZIL MEAN SCORE

Net Sentiment Index
What is the Tonality of Social Web Conversations in Brazil?

The Net Sentiment Index measures the polarity of social web conversations (% positive - % negative)

NET SENTIMENT INDEX (Monthly evolution)

Europe’s E-reputation in Brazil drops in July 2022, landing at its lowest level. However, positivity in content is also captured through factors such as the possibility to travel

with a low budget, Europe’s cultural heritage, natural events attracting visitors and the well-developed transport infrastructure (e.g. rail networks, bridges).

6%% of Travel conversations 
mentioning the Ukrainian conflict

12%% of Travel conversations 
mentioning the Pandemic

Military invasion of 
Ukraine
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Sentiment Drivers
What has been driving recent conversations associated with Europe…

o Tourists sharing their tips to travel across Europe on a low budget (e.g., Flixbus

to find cheap rides between major cities)

o Brazilians sharing why they decided to move to Portugal…may attract potential

visitors!

o Various European cities have parks, natural areas which are appreciated by

visitors to keep cool in the heat (e.g., Palma de Mallorca)

o Europe offers “secret destinations” that enhance its diversity (e.g., Torrevieja –

Spain, Pietrapertosa – Italy, Veli Losinj – Croatia, etc.)

o Europe's cultural wealth attracts visitors, notably through its range of

museums (e.g., Louis Vuitton Foundation in Paris)

o Natural events intrigue visitors who are curious to see them (e.g., the high tides

in St Malo, France – where waves submerge walls of the old town)

o Infrastructure contributes to easing visitors’ experiences (e.g., a new bridge in

the Peljesac peninsula, Croatia, avoiding Bosnian border checks)

o Prestigious universities among the World QS ranking, an opportunity to attract

students and potential visitors (e.g., Porto or Coimbra universities)

o European rail network connecting the main capital cities at affordable prices

makes Europe easy to visit compared to other destinations (e.g., South America)

Positive drivers

ETC SOCIAL LISTENING REPORT – AUGUST 2022

Vigilance points

o Heatwaves and massive fires in some European countries have

impacts: evacuation of residents and nature devastation (e.g.,

France, Spain, Portugal)

o Issues in European airports because of staff shortages: queues,

flight delays or cancellations, luggage losses, etc. may discourage

visitors

o An interview of a Brazilian comedian, who was among passengers

who waited 2 days at Lisbon airport to get a flight, went viral

o The increase of Covid-19 cases in Europe

o Monkeypox spread in Europe

o Traditions in some European countries may surprise international

visitors (e.g., bullfighting in Spain)

6th June - 31st July 2022 consolidated
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Illustrative Social Posts 
Reflecting the Positive Sentiment - (1/2)

ETC SOCIAL LISTENING REPORT – AUGUST 2022
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Reflecting the Positive Sentiment - (2/2)

Illustrative Social Posts 

ETC SOCIAL LISTENING REPORT – AUGUST 2022
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Illustrative Social Posts

ETC SOCIAL LISTENING REPORT – AUGUST 2022

Reflecting the Negative Sentiment - (1/2)
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Illustrative Social Posts

ETC SOCIAL LISTENING REPORT – AUGUST 2022

Reflecting the Negative Sentiment - (2/2)
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Europe Sentiment Trends in China
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CHINA MEAN SCORE

Net Sentiment Index
What is the Tonality of Social Web Conversations in China?

The Net Sentiment Index measures the polarity of social web conversations (% positive - % negative)

NET SENTIMENT INDEX (Monthly evolution)

Despite a decrease in the positive conversations about Europe in July 2022, the polarity remains above the long-haul average; it is notably driven by main aspects such as well

road and transportation networks making it possible to discover Europe at your own pace and easily, traditional events attracting visitors, new airline routes, and European

destinations trying to be more sustainable.

5%

% of Travel conversations 
mentioning the Ukrainian conflict 4%% of Travel conversations 

mentioning the Pandemic

Military invasion of 
Ukraine
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Sentiment Drivers

ETC SOCIAL LISTENING REPORT – AUGUST 2022

Positive drivers Vigilance points

o The road network is very well developed in Europe, making it easy to connect one

country to another (e.g., motorbike, car, van, etc.)

o With the end of Covid-19 restrictions, traditional events are taking place again and

attract visitors (e.g., Stirling Highland Games – Scotland, San Fermin – Spain)

o New airline route opens from Beijing to Belgrade, strengthening Eastern European

destinations and their Chinese connections

o Discovering Norway by coastal roads and being amazed by the wild and preserved

landscapes (e.g., the Atlantic Road, Lofoten Island itinerary, etc.)

o Europe can be discovered all year round with its coastal destinations (e.g., French

Riviera, Corsica, etc.) but also its major cities (e.g., Paris, Bordeaux, etc.)

o Some European destinations/regions act to be more sustainable (e.g., the

“SmartCulTour” project which encourages tourists to visit lesser-known areas that

are not typical tourist hotspots in Belgium, Croatia, Finland, Italy, the Netherlands,

Spain, Austria, etc.)

o Rise in the number of Covid-19 cases in Europe

o Spread of Monkeypox continues across Europe

o Staff strikes and staff shortage in European airports have led to

flight delays or cancellations, luggage losses, long waiting times to

clear customs, etc.

o Heatwaves and wildfires in Europe have impacted natural

environments and their heritage (e.g., 850 hectares of land burned

in Tuscany, Italy)

o Energy crisis in Europe drives up inflation, making European

destinations more expensive

What has been driving recent conversations associated with Europe…

6th June - 31st July 2022 consolidated
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Illustrative Social Posts
Reflecting the Positive Sentiment - (1/2)

ETC SOCIAL LISTENING REPORT – AUGUST 2022
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Reflecting the Positive Sentiment - (2/2)

Illustrative Social Posts

ETC SOCIAL LISTENING REPORT – AUGUST 2022
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Illustrative Social Posts
Reflecting the Negative Sentiment

ETC SOCIAL LISTENING REPORT – AUGUST 2022
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Europe Sentiment Trends in Japan
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JAPAN MEAN SCORE

Net Sentiment Index
What is the Tonality of Social Web Conversations in Japan?

The Net Sentiment Index measures the polarity of social web conversations (% positive - % negative)

NET SENTIMENT INDEX (Monthly evolution)

The polarity of social conversations about Europe in Japan declined in July 2022, but still remains above the long-haul average. Contents captured about Europe refers to

diversity in cultural heritage, the particular friendliness of some European destinations, the wildlife to observe and uncrowded hidden gems to discover.

3%

% of Travel conversations 
mentioning the Ukrainian conflict 4%% of Travel conversations 

mentioning the Pandemic

Military invasion of 
Ukraine
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Sentiment Drivers

ETC SOCIAL LISTENING REPORT – AUGUST 2022

Positive drivers Vigilance points

o The possibility to easily visit several European countries on one trip thanks to

their proximity

o Wealth and diversity of the cultural movement in Europe is a strength (e.g.,

Weimar, Germany – a World Heritage Site known as “the City of Classicism”)

o Dublin awarded as “Europe’s Friendliest city” by TripAdvisor, a good

opportunity to communicate / amplify the message and attract visitors!

o Europe is a playground for visitors curious to see wildlife (e.g., lynx in

Romania, bears in the Pyrenees, polar bears in Norway, etc.)

o Airbnb partnered with Interrail to offer an epic European rail journey for 19

days, named “Airbnb Heritage Tour”, to discover 5 countries across Europe

o Europe counts many high-standard hotels and resorts that are sought after

(e.g., Hôtel Madame Rêve, Paris; Rosewood Villa Magna, Madrid, etc.)

o Europe has plenty of beautiful beaches and some are still off-the-beaten-

path, such as in the Netherlands (e.g., Zeeland region)

o Small European villages to discover and avoid crowds (e.g., Giethoorn,

Netherlands; Howarth, UK, etc.)

o Issues at European airports due to staff shortages, strikes, etc. may

impact travellers’ willingness to visit Europe

o Heatwaves and wildfires across Europe impact residents (e.g.,

evacuations) and natural heritage (e.g., hundreds of hectares burned)

o Increase in Covid-19 cases in Europe

o Monkeypox spread is associated with Europe as a starting point

What has been driving recent conversations associated with Europe…

6th June - 31st July 2022 consolidated
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Reflecting the Positive Sentiment - (1/2)

Illustrative Social Posts

ETC SOCIAL LISTENING REPORT – AUGUST 2022
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Reflecting the Positive Sentiment - (2/2)

Illustrative Social Posts

ETC SOCIAL LISTENING REPORT – AUGUST 2022
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Reflecting the Negative Sentiment

Illustrative Social Posts

ETC SOCIAL LISTENING REPORT – AUGUST 2022
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Europe Sentiment Trends in Russia

Note: Due to the Russian-Ukrainian conflict, restrictions on accessing sources are applied to Russian media, which may impact e-Reputation coverage.
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After an improvement in the positive conversations about Europe noticed in April and May 2022, the polarity drops in Russia and lands at its lowest level since the beginning

of the year. In addition to the common negative drivers (e.g., Monkeypox spread, difficulties encountered in airports), sanctions imposed on Russia making European

destinations inaccessible are mentioned.
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RUSSIA MEAN SCORE

What is the Tonality of Social Web Conversations in Russia?

Net Sentiment Index

Note: Due to the Russian-Ukrainian conflict, source access restrictions are applied to Russian media which may impact e-reputation coverage.

The Net Sentiment Index measures the polarity of social web conversations (% positive - % negative)

NET SENTIMENT INDEX (Monthly evolution)

20%% of Travel conversations 
mentioning the Ukrainian conflict

14%% of Travel conversations 
mentioning the Pandemic

Military invasion of 
Ukraine
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Sentiment Drivers

ETC SOCIAL LISTENING REPORT – AUGUST 2022

Positive drivers Vigilance points

o Monkeypox spread in Europe and the first case in Russia after someone

returned from Europe

o The difficult access to European destinations for Russians due to the

war in Ukraine and sanctions from the European Union against Russia

o The difficulties encountered in European airports, hotels, taxis, etc.

due to staff shortages may discourage potential visitors

What has been driving recent conversations associated with Europe…

6th June - 31st July 2022 consolidated

o Several theme parks in Europe contribute to the destination’s

attractiveness (e.g., Europa Park in Germany)

o Discovering different traditions and celebrations in European countries is

part of self-enrichment (e.g., San Fermin in Pamplona, Spain)

o Europe has many beautiful beaches to relax on, or to discover the

underwater fauna while snorkeling (e.g., Spiaggia dei Conigli, Lampedusa –

Italy)

o Discovering little-known places that are part of the local heritage of

European destinations (e.g., The Hill of Angels, near Vilnius – Lithuania)

o For fans of motor racing, many competitions take place in Europe and can

attract potential visitors (e.g., GT World Challenge in Italy, Belgium, etc.)

o Europe is a particularly relevant destination for family holidays thanks to

well-equipped hotels (e.g., Spain)

o Diverse events happen in Europe, which is a good way for visitors to

immerse into the local life (e.g., the dancing festival “Bal de l’Europe” in

Gennetines, Auvergne Rhônes-Alpes, France)
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Reflecting the Positive Sentiment – (1/2)

Illustrative Social Posts

ETC SOCIAL LISTENING REPORT – AUGUST 2022
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Illustrative Social Posts
Reflecting the Positive Sentiment – (2/2)

ETC SOCIAL LISTENING REPORT – AUGUST 2022
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Reflecting the Negative Sentiment

Illustrative Social Posts

ETC SOCIAL LISTENING REPORT – AUGUST 2022
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Europe Sentiment Trends in the US
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USA MEAN SCORE

Net Sentiment Index
What is the Tonality of Social Web Conversations in the US?

The Net Sentiment Index measures the polarity of social web conversations (% positive - % negative)

NET SENTIMENT INDEX (Monthly evolution)

Over the last period (6th June to 31st July 2022), the polarity of social conversations in the US remains below the long-haul average and drops to its weakest level. But the

positives are driven by a favorable dollar-euro exchange rate making Europe attractive and other factors such as the Airbnb contest to discover parts of Europe, theme parks,

van-life and sustainability.

10%

% of Travel conversations 
mentioning the Ukrainian conflict

% of Travel conversations 
mentioning the Pandemic

18%

Military invasion of 
Ukraine
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Sentiment Drivers

ETC SOCIAL LISTENING REPORT – AUGUST 2022

Positive drivers Vigilance points

o The experiences of an American family who moved to Portugal and discover

other European countries by backpacking could inspire potential visitors

o Airbnb partnered with Interrail to offer an epic European rail journey for 19

days, named “Airbnb Heritage Tour”, to discover 5 countries in Europe

o Discovering Europe by van allows tourists to slow down and enjoy exceptional

nature (e.g., discovering the wilderness of Sweden)

o Europe has many theme parks that attract visitors (e.g., Disneyland Paris)

o Americans travelling to Europe benefit from a weakened euro and pound

o Discovering a new place in Europe in a sustainable way (e.g., Skelleftea,

Sweden – the largest hotel built from wood, electric snowmobiles, etc.)

o Several American personalities visited Europe in the summer and shared it on

social media, which is an indirect promotion (e.g., Paris Hilton)

o Monkeypox spread across Europe

o Visitors being scammed in Europe do not give a safe image of

European destinations (e.g., someone slipping a bracelet on the

visitors’ wrist saying it’s free and then asking for money)

o Concerns due to heatwaves and wildfires in Europe and their impact

on natural heritage (e.g., Dune du Pilat, France).

o Increase in Covid-19 cases in Europe

o Issues at European airports due to staff shortages: long waiting

times, lost bags, etc. may deter potential visitors

o Lengthy queues for the ferry border checks, due to only half of the

passport booths being open (e.g., Port of Dover in the UK)

What has been driving recent conversations associated with Europe…

6th June - 31st July 2022 consolidated
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Illustrative Social Posts
Reflecting the Positive Sentiment - (1/2)

ETC SOCIAL LISTENING REPORT – AUGUST 2022
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Illustrative Social Posts
Reflecting the Positive Sentiment - (2/2)

ETC SOCIAL LISTENING REPORT – AUGUST 2022
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Illustrative Social Posts
Reflecting the Negative Sentiment - (1/2)

ETC SOCIAL LISTENING REPORT – AUGUST 2022
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Illustrative Social Posts
Reflecting the Negative Sentiment - (2/2)

ETC SOCIAL LISTENING REPORT – AUGUST 2022
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Europe Sentiment Trends in Canada
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CANADA MEAN SCORE

Net Sentiment Index
What is the Tonality of Social Web Conversations in Canada?

The Net Sentiment Index measures the polarity of social web conversations (% positive - % negative)

NET SENTIMENT INDEX (Monthly evolution)

Europe’s E-reputation in Canada goes negative in July 2022, driven by events, such as heatwaves and wildfires across Europe, increase of Covid-19 cases, Monkeypox

spread, airport disruption). However, encouraging positive content is also being shared: new airline routes, young Canadians excited to travel to Europe again, European

destinations still being affordable, sustainable travel in Europe via its train network and European home-cooking gastronomy.

12%

% of Travel conversations 
mentioning the Ukrainian conflict 24%% of Travel conversations 

mentioning the Pandemic

Military invasion of 
Ukraine
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Sentiment Drivers
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Positive drivers Vigilance points

o New direct flight route from Edmonton (Canada) to Frankfurt will ease travel

between Canada and Europe

o In addition to its capitals, Europe has gorgeous towns worthy of exploring (e.g.,

Westport, Kinsale, Kenmare, etc. in Ireland)

o New infrastructure giving better access to isolated parts of a country (e.g., a new

bridge in Croatia directly connecting the Peljesac peninsula to the rest of the

country)

o Europe remains accessible budget-wise, with some destinations being less

expensive than others (e.g., Slovenia compared with Switzerland)

o Thanks to its well-developed rail network, Europe is an eco-friendly destination

o The diversity of European destinations is a strength that matches with visitors’

expectations (e.g., among the 200 Greek islands, everyone can find happiness!)

o The influence of European gastronomy when people cook typical dishes at home

(e.g., Provencal chicken recipe – French popular dish)

o A weakened euro is attractive for Canadians travelling to Europe

o Promotion of Canadian cities that look like Europe is indirect

competition

o Heatwaves and wildfires in Europe impact natural heritage and

can lead to accidents (e.g., firefighting pilot killed in Portugal)

o Fast evolution of the spread of Monkeypox in Europe

o Increase in Covid-19 cases in Europe

o Airport disruption due to staff shortages, generating delays or

cancellations in flights and luggage losses may discourage potential

visitors (e.g., London Heathrow has apologised for travel

disruptions)

What has been driving recent conversations associated with Europe…

6th June - 31st July 2022 consolidated
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Illustrative Social Posts
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Illustrative Social Posts
Reflecting the Negative Sentiment
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Europe Sentiment Trends in Australia
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Net Sentiment Index
What is the Tonality of Social Web Conversations in Australia?

Australia has been added since April 2022 – 12 last months back data 

As in the other markets, the tonality of social conversations about Europe in Australia declined between June- July 2022 and has even turned negative. Nevertheless, positivity

is captured through new airline connections, the train network (Eurostar alternative to avoid airport queues), sustainability as well as budget and lesser-known destinations.

11%

% of Travel conversations 
mentioning the Ukrainian conflict 22%

% of Travel conversations 
mentioning the Pandemic

The Net Sentiment Index measures the polarity of social web conversations (% positive - % negative)

NET SENTIMENT INDEX (Monthly evolution)

Military invasion of 
Ukraine
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Sentiment Drivers
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Positive drivers Vigilance points

o The Eurostar alternative that links England to Continental Europe to avoid airport

queues

o The return of Qantas connecting Australia to mainland Europe through the

Sydney-Perth-Rome flight route opens new travel possibilities

o Leveraging screen tourism: discovering famous European landscapes from TV

shows (e.g., Ireland/UK: Derry in Derry Girls, the Dark Hedges in Games of

Thrones)

o Some European countries making train travel free for tourists and residents until

the end of the year to encourage people to take the train (e.g., Spain)

o Once in Europe, there are destinations where it’s possible to minimise

environmental impacts while visiting (e.g., Gothenburg)

o Famous personalities travelling around Europe and sharing their trip on social

media attracts people’s attention to Europe (e.g., Carrie Bickmore – an Australian

presenter)

o Discovering lesser-known European regions to embrace the uncrowded nature

of the places (e.g., Tokaj – Hungary, Lakeland – Finland, Alentejo – Portugal, etc.)

o Having affordable destinations in Europe remains important considering the

worldwide inflation (e.g., Bulgaria)

o Massive delays, queues and lost luggage in some of Europe’s biggest

airports due to staff shortages may discourage potential visitors (e.g.,

passengers in Amsterdam’s Schiphol airport have faced hours-long

waits to check-in)

o Widespread propagation of Monkeypox cases in Europe

o Heatwaves and wildfires across Europe impact natural heritage (e.g.,

11,000 hectares devoured in the Gironde region, France)

o Increase of Covid-19 cases across European countries

o Long traffic jam outside the Port of Dover (UK) due to slow border

checks

What has been driving recent conversations associated with Europe…

6th June - 31st July 2022 consolidated
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Illustrative Social Posts
Reflecting the Negative Sentiment
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We are a global leader in destination 
competitive analysis.

Our standpoint is international.

Our methodologies are standard, endorsed and awarded 
by reputable tourism organizations.

We control smart integration of Big Data in 
combination with traditional surveys.

From real-time data dashboards to long-term trends analysis, the 
data scope and frequency you need!

request@tci-research.com

Text: +32476701125

www.tci-research.com

@TRAVELSAT_index

Let’s continue the conversation 
about your destination competitiveness!

§

TCI Research is an independent UNWTO-Awarded market intelligence agency leading in international tourism and travel competitive analysis. It provides public and private players of the visitor 

economy with innovative research solutions and insights combining conventional surveys with controlled Big Data analysis covering the whole visitor journey

VISITOR SATISFACTION

DESTINATION REPUTATION

RESIDENT SENTIMENT

VISITOR SPEND

TRENDS ANALYSIS


